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Preface e 

Whenn I started work as an onderzoeker in opleiding, affiliated with the CWI and 
thee University of Amsterdam, my first project was to specify a part of the IEEE 
13944 (see Luttik, 1997). It was my first encounter with the process specification 
languagee /zCRL, and with the choice quantifier (also referred to as 'sum opera-
tor').. Syntactically, /iCRL is an extension of the algebraic process theory ACP, 
whichh I had come across before, and, indeed, the choice quantifier reminded me of 
thee notation sometimes used in ACP specifications to abbreviate large alternative 
compositions.. However, in ACP, this notation is informal, and its use is explicitly 
restrictedd to cases in which the abbreviated alternative composition is finite. In 
contrast,, the choice quantifier belongs to the official syntax of //CRL, and it may 
referr to an infinite alternative composition. 

Sincee my first contact with //CRL, I have been interested in choice quantification, 
andd especially in its mathematical theory. Jan Friso Groote and I tried to axioma-
tisee choice quantification in the context of a finite fragment of ^CRL in several 
semanticc settings. First, we investigated the completeness of a set of equational 
axiomss with strong bisimulation as a semantics (Groote and Luttik, 1998a). Our 
mainn conclusion was that a complete set of axioms could not be found in general, 
becausee for certain data, the associated notion of bisimulation was too complex to 
havee an axiomatisation. We also formulated general restrictions on the data, under 
whichh our set of axioms was complete. Then, we extended our results to a setting 
withh branching bisimulation as a semantics (Groote and Luttik, 1998b), and I 
extendedd this result further, to settings with weak-, delay- and 77-bisimulation as 
semanticss (Luttik, 1999a). 

Inn my view, a drawback of the axiomatisations we had found was that they 
treatt choice quantification as a binder, a construction that relies on the syntactic 
structuree of its argument. As such, our axiomatisations could not be viewed at 
thee same time as an abstract algebraic definition of the mathematical notion that 
choicee quantification refers to. In other words, choice quantification had in our 
theoryy not the same semantic status as the operations of a purely algebraic theory 
suchh as ACP. Building on the techniques of algebraic logic, I therefore proposed an 
alternativee treatment of choice quantification, which abstracts from the syntactic 
aspectt of choice quantification (Luttik, 1999b). 

Apartt from conducting the above mentioned investigations, I participated in 
otherr research. Eelco Visser and I coauthored a paper on the specification of 
rewritingg strategies (Luttik and Visser, 1997). Together with Piet Rodenburg 
andd Rakesh Verma, I wrote a paper on correctness criteria for transformations of 
rewritee systems (Luttik et al., 1998). Wan Fokkink and I proved that a finite in-
completee specification of interleaving is obtained by adding to the algebraic theory 
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PAA of Bergstra and Klop (1985) a well-known axiom for standard concurrency and 
thee equations generated by a new axiom schema (Fokkink and Luttik. 2000). And 
II  wrote a short note about unique decomposition of processes with respect to 
parallell  composition (Luttik, 2000). 

Whenn time had come to present a dissertation. I could have chosen to just 
putt all my papers together. Clearly, given the diversity of subjects, this would 
havee resulted in a very fragmented account. Instead, I preferred to try and write a 
coherentt report of my study of choice quantification, the main theme of my research 
thuss far. One of the things I had learned, was that the mathematical definitions 
underlyingg /iCRL are considerably more complex than those underlying, e.g., the 
algebraicc theory ACP, which is firmly founded on the standard theory of universal 
algebra.. In fact, I found that the mathematical basis for yuCRL had not been 
definedd in sufficiently precise detail. 

Thiss dissertation, then, is concerned with the mathematical theory of choice 
quantification,, with a bias towards an algebraic approach. It is organised as fol-
lows.. Chapter 1 explains the advantages of using choice quantification in a process 
specification,, and briefly touches on the subjects of the later chapters. Chapter 2 
exploress the semantic connection between //CRL and ACP, providing an abstract 
algebraicc definition of infinite sums in basic process algebras with deadlock. Chap-
terr 3 defines the fragment of //CRL which is the main focus of the rest of the book. 
I tt establishes a connection with the structures discussed in Chapter 2; in particu-
lar,, it explains how choice quantification relates to alternative composition. 

Chapterr 4 demonstrates a correspondence between choice quantification in t̂CRL 
andd quantification in first-order logic. It considerably improves on the first part of 
(Grootee and Luttik, 1998a), showing that, with respect to the data inside /̂ CRL 
expressions,, choice quantification can simulate both universal and existential quan-
tificationn of first-order logic. We put this in perspective by showing that the input 
prefixx mechanism of value-passing CCS can only simulate universal quantification. 

Thee results of Chapter 4 motivate the restrictions imposed on the data domain 
inn later chapters. Chapter 5 discusses a sound and complete deductive system, 
andd is based on the second part of (Groote and Luttik, 1998a). Chapter 6 is based 
onn (Luttik, 1999a), and presents an alternative to the deductive system discussed 
inn Chapter 5; this alternative is more attractive from an algebraic point of view. 
Itt is shown that the systems of Chapters 5 and 6 are equivalent in expressive and 
deductivee power. Chapter 7 presents the conclusions. 
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